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In this paper, we describe a numerical method for the calculation of collective diffusion 
relaxation mechanisms in quenched block copolymer melts. The method entails the repeated 
calculation of two opposing fields-an external potential field U, conjugate to the density field 
p, and an energetic interaction field E. The external field is calculated by numerical inversio~ of 
the density functionals and the energetic interaction field is calculated directly by integratlon 
over the density field. When the two fields are balanced U=E, we recover the self-consistent 
field solutions' when the two fields are off balance, the spatial gradient of E-U is the thermodynami~ force which drives the collective diffusion. We introduce a simple local coupling 
approximation for the Onsager kinetic coefficients of short freely jointed chains in weakly 
ordered systems. Fluctuations are added by incorporation of a random Langevin force in the 
diffusion equation. Numerical results of decomposition in symmetric and asymmetric diblock 
copolymer melts indicate that the method is capable of describing extremely slow defect 
annihilation relaxation modes. We find that in the nonlinear regime, the density patterns evolve 
to metastable states, in which isolated defects separate relatively well-ordered crystalline 
microdomains. These final states are typical for many industrial applications of incompletely 
relaxed copolymer melts. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. General 
The microphase separation transitions of (block) co-
polymer melts have received considerable attention in the 
past decade. Both experimental and theoretical work (for 
an excellent review, see Ref. 1) has shown that these liq-
uids may exhibit a variety of regular self-organized struc-
tures in some supercrystallattice, such as stacked lamellas, 
body-centered-cubic arrays of spheres, hexagonal packed 
cylinders, or the fascinating ordered bicontinuous double 
diamond phases. So far, the attention of most studies has 
focused on the phase diagrams and the equilibrium density 
patterns. The kinetics of phase separation of copolymer 
melts seems a challenge for both the theoretician and the 
experimentalist. Remarks are made that quenching in the 
absence of a biasing field results in messy, irregular non-
equilibrium states with "poorly defined morphologies" (ci-
tation from Ref. 2). Indeed, in academia, single-crystalline 
equilibrium structures are usually prepared by careful cast-
ing from solution,3 or by a shearing technique.2•4 These 
procedures can take days or even months to complete. 
From the few papers2•5- 9 where experimental details of 
the ordering kinetics are given, it follows that in general 
the ordering is a two-stage process. In Ref. 6, the kinetics 
is described as a fast initial stage in which first-order liquid 
small-angle x-ray scattering peaks grow and then decrease, 
and a second stage in which Bragg scattering from the 
aggregates slowly builds up. In Ref. 9, local internal 
breathing relaxation processes and diffuse pattern relax-
ation modes have been identified experimentally. In many 
')The author dedicates this work to the memory of Jan Scheutjens. 
industrial applications-with fast processing demands-
one can expect that incompletely relaxed structures are 
typical for quenched copolymer melts. In these applica-
tions, the structures are not in a state oflowest free energy, 
but rather in some frozen-in off-equilibrium state. In this 
paper, we will show that these imperfect transient states 
can be quantitatively modeled, using a density functional 
theory for the mesoscopic dynamic stability. The simula-
tions demonstrate that the transient states evolve extremely 
slowly through a defect "annihilation" mechanism. This 
locks the system finally in metastable states with a few 
relatively well-ordered domains, which are separated by 
isolated defects. 
Mean-field methods have been applied successfully to 
the description of equilibrium properties of the ordered 
phases, in particular, the phase diagrams and the density 
patterns of various types of copolymer melts (Refs. 10-12 
and further references in Ref. 1). Especially, the early orig-
inal studies of Helfandlo (mostly strong segregation) and 
Leiblerll (weak segregation) have contributed to our un-
derstanding of segregation phenomena. Much of the later 
theoretical work was based on these studies. I Also, in the 
present paper, we employ methods which can be traced 
back to the Helfand and Leibler studies, viz., the general 
form of the self-consistent field equations and the corre-
sponding structure factors. 
The mean-field methods have not yet been extended to 
models of the dynamic intermediate states, except for the 
analysis of Hashimoto;8 this is essentially a linear Cahn-
Hilliard l3 stability analysis of initial kinetics with the in-
sertion of Leibler's structure factor for block copolymer 
melts. II The Hashimoto analysis is at least in qualitative 
agreement with the experiments reported in Ref. 7. 
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Fredrickson and Helfand 14 investigated the role of density 
fluctuations. The mean-field Leibler theory predicts that in 
case of symmetric block copolymer melts, the phase tran-
sition from the homogeneous to the lamellar state is second 
order. I I The inclusion of fluctuations in the free energy 
functional makes the transition weak first order and sup-
presses the transition temperature. Because of the 
fluctuation-induced character of the transition, the nucle-
ation barrier in an undercooled melt is relatively small. IS 
B. Principle of method 
Density functional theory provides a general method 
for calculating the free energy in an inhomogeneous com-
plex fluid. A recent overviewl6 covers a larger number of 
different applications (extensive formal descriptions of the 
method can be found in Refs. 17-19). The present appli-
cation to off-equilibrium systems of chain molecules is es-
sentially a generalization of the classical Cabn-Hilliard ap-
proach,13 along the lines pointed out some years ago by de 
Gennes.20-22 The method applies to systems in which the 
collective diffusion phenomena are slow enough to ensure, 
at any given instant of time (on a time course-grained 
mesoscopic scale), a unique functional linkage between 
density profile and chain conformation distribution. The 
unique relation is not obvious. In systems in which relax-
ation phenomena are faster than the single chain relaxation 
time, the conformation distribution is not completely de-
termined by the instantaneous interactions alone, but the 
linkage will depend on the kinetic pathway by which the 
system evolves. This fast kinetic limit is interesting in itself 
and will be studied in more detail in a following publica-
tion. Here, we confine ourselves to slow collective diffu-
sion. 
The essence of the dynamic density functional method 
is that the instantaneous unique conformation distribution 
can be obtained from the off-equilibrium density profile by 
coupling a fictitious external potential to the Hamiltonian, 
similar to the methods used in equilibrium models. It is 
important to realize that the (nonlinear) mapping between 
external potential and density profile is one to one. 18,19 
There is only one unique external potential, and therefore 
conformation distribution, which minimizes the intrinsic 
free energy under the constraint that the distribution gen-
erates the density profile. Once the unique conformation 
distribution is known, the free energy can be calculated by 
standard statistical thermodynamics. The spatial gradient 
of the first functional derivative of the free energy with 
respect to the density (this derivative will be called seg-
mental chemical potential) provides the driving force for 
diffusion. Following the Cahn-Hilliard reasoning, there 
will be a spontaneous flux from regions where the first 
functional derivative is high to regions where the derivative 
is low. Application to polymer systems results in general-
ized flux equations,20-24 with phenomenological Onsager 
coefficients for the coupling between the thermodynamic 
forces and the ensuing fluxes. The inversion procedure by 
which the conformation distribution can be found from the 
density profile is of some importance. Tang and Freed2s 
succeeded in a rigorous derivation of the de Gennes' pref-
actor of the Cahn-Hilliard square gradient term for ho-
mopolymer blends.2o,21 The so-called Flory-Huggins-de 
Gennes free energy functional has already been used in 
numerical studies of polymer phase separation kinetics. 26,27 
C. Computational aspects 
Leiblerll has shown that the free energy functional can 
be approximated (random phase approximation) by inte-
gration over a finite number of correlators; extensions of 
these correlators to general mixtures are available.28 The 
original Leibler analysis is seminal for obtaining approxi-
mate analytical relations for the phase diagrams; the dis-
advantage is that it is limited to weak segregation phenom-
ena only. Melenkevitz and Muthukumar l2 have extended 
the Leibler analysis to strong segregation phenomena by 
further numerical evaluation of the correlator integrals up 
to fourth order. As an alternative, we will demonstrate in 
this paper that for relatively short freely jointed chains, 
numerical inversion of the density functional is possible 
using finite element methods for any value of the interac-
tion strength and without the truncation approximation 
inherent in the correlator methods. The numerical analysis 
has the additional advantage that extensions to more com-
plex systems, e.g., multicomponent branched copolymer 
melts, are straightforward. 
The crucial computer time consuming step in the 
present method is the inversion of the density functional. 
Every time step in the diffusion algorithm, a large system 
of equations has to be solved for the unique external field 
which determines the density profile. Fortunately, and this 
we want to emphasize, for small enough time steps, the 
inversion problem is reduced to zeroing repeatedly a well-
behaved linear and nonsingular set of equations. 
In contrast, the related equilibrium problem of finding 
the solution of the highly nonlinear self-consistent field 
equations is much more complicated. Lovett29 emphasizes 
that many calculations of eqUilibrium density profiles have 
been made by iter~ting a nonlinear "operator equation ac-
cording to p(n) =:7 p(n-l), where :7 is the operator, p is 
the density profile (a function of spatial position), and 
superscript (n) is the nth estimate. These iterative proce-
dures often oscillate wildly and fail to converge to a fixed 
point. Indeed, in the original classical analysis of Hel-
fand,1O considerable effort is devoted to the numerical pro-
cedures for calculation of the self-consistent-field density 
profiles in segregated block copolymer melts. On several 
occasions remarks are made that the numerical procedures 
are "out of the ordinary" [citation from Ref. lO(b)], in-
volving expensive Newton iteration techniques. Newton 
methods are completely inadequate for the much bigger 
scale problems [zeroing 0(104-lOs) coupled equations 
O( 104_lOs) times] we are interested in. 
In the present case of block copolymer melts, it can 
readily be shown that the same equations which lead to a 
unique solution in the nonequilibrium system lead to a 
multitude of self-consistent-field solutions in the equilib-
rium systems. These mUltiple equilibrium solutions are all 
true metastable states, separated by some (free) energy 
barrier. Thus our new dynamic density functional method 
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can be viewed from two perspectives. One is the physically 
intuitive point of view of relaxation through diffusion; the 
other is the mathematical perspective of the old Jacobi 
method30 for solving (non)linear self-consistent-field equa-
tions by a relaxation algorithm. According to the later 
perspective, the dynamic density functional method pro-
vides a relaxation operator which transforms the density 
profiles from a state at time t to the state at time t + at. The 
dynamic (or relaxation) algorithm converges always, but, 
as in a real diffusion process, it converges more slowly the 
closer the system is to equilibrium. 
Returning to the physical point of view, in complex 
systems, diffusion does not necessarily lead to the state of 
lowest free energy. Instead, the system may get locked in 
an intermediate metastable state; this is what we will find 
in the numerical simulations. Indeed, this is an obvious 
result. A copolymer melt can be considered a complex sys-
tem, with many possible arrangements of off-equilibrium 
incompletely ordered microphases and many possible re-
laxation routes from disorder to order. It can intuitively be 
understood that the probability that a quenched melt re-
laxes to an perfectly ordered microphase of lowest free 
energy in a limited amount of time is practically zero. This 
is in line with a popular remark made by Prigogine that a 
sufficiently complex system is generally in a metastable 
state.3! 
D. Model description 
The chain model is that of the freely jointed chain with 
a fixed bond length constraint. Backfolding is allowed. A 
drastic (but common) simplification is that in our model, 
the chains are not correlated through some chain--chain 
interaction term in the Hamiltonian. The mean field of the 
nonideal interactions is calculated by integration from the 
density profile. 
On a mesoscopic coarse-grained time scale, the inter-
nal chain vibration modes are probably completely relaxed 
constantly. This means that for slow collective relaxation 
processes, a model like the constant bond length freely 
jointed chain which is used here is a more realistic choice 
than the Gaussian chain. Of course, the constant bond 
length freely jointed chain model cannot handle bond-
elastic effects, e.g., bond stretching, but such effects will 
only be important in the presence of extremely strong 
shearing fields. 
A further nontrivial advantage of the freely jointed 
chain over the Gaussian chain is that the Wageningen 
school32 has provided efficient numerical algorithms for 
single chain statistics in external fields.33 These algorithms 
apply to a variety of freely jointed chain models in lattice 
systems. The numerical algorithm of Scheutjens and Fleer 
for the generation of the conformation distribution of lin-
ear polymer chains in external fields has been used in the 
present study with only minor adaptions. The principle of 
the method (Green's functions propagation method) has a 
long history (cf. the remarks made in Ref. 34 and the 
textbooks35,36). The Scheutjens-Fleer algorithm is itself an 
adaptation of the early matrix theory of DiMarzio and 
Rubin.37 Very similar "modified diffusion equations" link-
ing the Green's functions have already been used by Hel-
fand in the early 1970's.!0 
E. Outline of the paper 
The dynamic variant of the density functional method 
for freely jointed chains in a mean-field environment is 
new. The extensive treatments of equilibrium applications 
of density functional theory in Refs. 16, 17, 19, 25, and 38 
inspired the section "Dynamic Density Functional The-
ory." Earlier applications of density functional theory to 
Gaussian chains are, e.g., in Ref. 25, and for copolymer 
melts, the closely related random phase approximation 
analysis of LeiblerY The discussion of the Onsager coeffi-
cients is largely based on a paper by Kawasaki and Seki-
moto.23 In the "Results and Discussion" section, prelimi-
nary results are presented from integration of the collective 
diffusion equation on a pseudo-3D cubic lattice, where the 
gradients in one direction are neglected. For the kinetic 
coefficient, recourse is made to a local coupling model-
this will be called the local coupling approximation. Rep-
tation of the short chains is neglected. Fluctuations are 
introduced through an external Gaussian distributed ran-
dom force, which is added to the deterministic thermody-
namic force similar to the Cook method.39 
F. Notation 
The melt has volume V and contains n linear freely 
jointed chains. The chains are of diblock type AN B N so A B 
that each chain has a block of N A segments of type A 
connected to N B segments of type B. The total length of 
the chain is N=NA+N B' The segment index number is 
s= 1, ... ,N. The type of A or B segment is indexed by I or J, 
so that I or J points to either A or B. There are two 
external potential fields U A for the A type segments and U B 
for the B segments; similarly, the mean-field energetic in-
teraction potentials are EA and E B and the ensemble aver-
aged volume densities are PA and P B' The square brackets 
[ 1 denote to a functional; the shorthand notation X denotes 
to the composite field XA(r), X B(r) (X is, e.g., P, U, or 
E), e.g., the free energy F[X] denotes to the free energy 
functional F[X A ,X Bl of the composite field X. The combi-
nation p[U](r) indicates that p is a functional of U and as 
such a function of r. f3=(k BT)-!, r is a position in 
space, and t is time. 
II. DYNAMIC DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
A. Partition function 
The general partition functional Q for n chains in an 
external potential field U reads 
Q[Ul=TrexP- f3 [H+ It! S~! Us(Rs/)], (2.1) 
where H is the Hamiltonian; Us is U A or U B' depending on 
the type of segment s from chain /; and the trace Tr is the 
integration over phase space f ( ... )dpnN drnN. In the re-
mainder, we consider only interactions independent of the 
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momenta and limit the trace to integration over the coor-
dinates. The interaction Hamiltonian is split in ideal and 
nonideal parts 
(2.2) 
In Hd, we count the connectivity interactions and collect 
in snid all the other interactions, e.g., excluded volume and 
energetic interactions. The partition functional is rewritten 
formally as 
Q=ed[U] (exp-f3H'id)u, (2.3) 
where the ideal partition functional rjd is defined as 
(2.4) 
and the average ( ... ) u is the ensemble average using the 
distribution function of the ideal chains in the external 
field. We introduce the mean-field interaction for the 
nonideal interactions 
(fid= (exp-f3snid) u::::: exp_{:1J1flid[p] (mean field), 
(2.5) 
where JIflid[p] is the average energy functional obtained 
from the nonideal interactions. The density p which is used 
as input for JIflid[p] is the ensemble averaged density, again 
using the distribution function of the ideal chains. 
Thus, as a "gedanken experiment," the system is vir-
tually divided in two subsystems. One is an ideal subsystem 
of n ideal chains in an external field with partition func-
tional rjd[ U]. The second subsystem contains all the 
nonideal interactions and has a partition functional 
(fid[p]. Both subsystems evolve together as a function of 
time. At each instant of time, both partition functionals 
can be calculated from the momentous density fields, the 
ideal partition functional from inversion of the density 
functional (discussed below), and the nonideal partition 
functional directly through integration. 
The total canonical partition functional Q of the sys-
tem is obviously not constant. Indeed, in the spontaneous 
diffusion process, it will increase continuously. The rate 
with which Q changes follows from the diffusion algorithm 
to be discussed below. 
B. Ideal partition functional 
By definition, the ideal interaction Hd contains the 
connectivity interaction only. This automatically implies 
that the ideal interaction neglects the correlations between 
the chains, so that rjd can be further factorized into single-
chain partition functions <1>[ U], 
(2.6) 
The partition function <1>[ U] of one ideal copolymer chain, 
subject to a composite external potential field 
U={UA,UB}, is (cf. Ref. 36) 
1 r [ 'd 
<1>[ U] = (41Ta2)N-! J vN exp-f3 H (RI,· .. ,RN ) 
+ JI UseRs) 1 DR, (2.7) 
N 
DR= II dRs, 
s'=1 
where Rs's are the coordinates of the segments, and Us is 
U A or U B depending on the type of the segment s. Hd is 
an Edwards' connectivity Hamiltonian for the constant 
bond length freely jointed chain model 
N 
'd II exp-f3H (RI, ... ,RN ) = c5( IRs-Rs-d -a), 
s=2 (2.8) 
where a is the bond length. 
The density functionals p[ U] (r) are 
N N 
p/[U](r)=cO· S~l c5~, JVN eXP+f3 (Hd- S~l Us) 
xc5(r-Rs,)DR, (2.9) 
where 15K is a Kronecker delta with value 1 if segment s' is 
of type I( =A,B) and 0 otherwise, and cO is a normaliza-
tion constant. In Appendix A is a standard numerical finite 
difference scheme (Green's propagation functions) for ef-
ficient calculation of the density functionals. 
The intrinsic free energy of the ideal subsystem is 
with variation 
(2.11 ) 
c. Nonldeal partition functional 
The nonideal partition functional (!lid of the mean-field 
pair interactions (2.5) is approximated as 
gtid=Qo exp- [~ t Iv E/(r)p/(r)dr], (2.12) 
where Qo is a nonessential constant and the interaction 
fields E are defined as 
E/(r)=4f3-12 IXIJJ c5(lr-r'l-a)pJCr')dr' 
1Ta J v 
(2.13 ) 
(see Appendix A for the numerical calculation method). 
xds are generalized Flory-Huggins parameters42 
{
X, if I=i=J 
XIJ= 0, if I =J' 
The free energy of the nonideal subsystem is: 
ptid = _ f3- I In (!lid 
= -f3- 1 In Qo+~ t Iv E/(r)p/(r)dr 
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D. Free energy functional 
The total free energy functional F[p] is the sum of the 
free energies of the ideal and nonideal subsystems (2.10) 
and (2.16) 




Similarly, the variation of the free energy is obtained by 
addition of the subsystem variations (2.11) and (2.17) 
of= L f f-LI(r)oPI(r)dr, 
I v 
(2.20) 
where we have introduced the segmental chemical poten-
tial f-LI, 
(2.21 ) 
Notice the difference between the definitions of the segmen-
tal and the usual polymer chemical potentials. The segmen-
tal chemical potential refers to the shift in free energy when 
the ensemble averaged density of the segments decreases or 
increases locally. The classical polymer chemical potential 
refers to the case that chain molecules are added or re-
moved from the entire system. Basically, what we have 
done here is separate the free,energy functional in a purely 
ideal mixing entropy part ptd for chain molecules and a 
nonideal part pid for the mixing energy. In this picture, 
the inverse U[p] functional can be interpreted as a kind of 
partial segmental entropy of mixed chain molecules. 
Ifwe take a wider point of view, result (2.20) is not at 
all surprising. It is a simple presentation of the very general 
"fundamental equation in the theory of nonuniform liq-
uids" (citation from Evans' paperl7) derived through clas-
sical density functional theory. The fundamental equation 
states that the first variation of the (Helmholtz) free en-
ergy (the so-called intrinsic chemical potential f-Lin) is iden-
tical to - U, where it is understood that in the correspond-
ing Hamiltonian, all correlations are taken into account. 
The intuitive notion is that the effective external potential 
is shifted from the fully correlated value U to U - E in a 
mean-field environment. 
E. Diffusion equation 
There has been ample discussion regarding the appro-
priate form of the diffusion equation for polymer morphol-
ogy dynamics.20-24 From the discussions, it is clear that 
there are three effects which are important: 
(I) In an incompressible system, there is obviously 
always a backfl.ow such that the net total flux is zero. The 
backflow can easily be incorporated in the diffusion equa-
tion by an extra external pressure field which constrains 
the fluxes.20-22 In our case, where we have two components 
A and B, the result is a reduced flux equation with only one 
net thermodynamic force, namely, the gradient of an ex-
change chemical potential f-L. Here, we define f-L with re-
spect to the potentials of the B segments 
(2.22) 
(II) The Onsager kinetic coefficients are in principle 
not simple scalar quantities, but operators which depend in 
some way on the conformation distribution, and therefore 
indirectly in a functional sense on the density pattern. Ka-
wasaki and Sekimot023 obtained an explicit expression for 
the kinetic operators for the reptation model in terms of 
derivatives of single chain density-density correlation 
functions. From their analysis, it follows immediately that 
in this case, the fluxes in the disordered state are kinetically 
coupled on the length scale of the random coil size. This 
result was essentially also obtained by the earlier studies 
which applied to the disordered state only.20-24 The ap-
proach of Kawasaki and Sekimoto allows in principle the 
calculation of the Onsager kinetic coefficient as a func-
tional of the density because the density-density correla-
tions can be described as functionals of the densities. How-
ever, this leads to considerable numerical difficulties, so 
that we will not pursue this approach further. 
For the short freely jointed chains, we introduce an 
extreme ad hoc simplification-the complete neglect of ki-
netic coupling between the segments. Although this local 
coupling approximation (LCA) may seem unrealistic, re-
member that the thermodynamic coupling through the 
density functional remains, so that even with kinetic de-
coupling, it will be impossible that A type segments diffuse 
independent from the B type segments. 
The equations for the LCA are 
{
O, if I=/=J, 
AIJ(r,r')= Do(r-r')PI(r'), if I=J, (2.23 ) 
A(r,r') = Do(r-r') PA(r') p B(r') (2.24) 
where D is a segmental diffusion constant and AIJ is the 
Onsager kinetic coefficient. 
(III) Cook39 introduced a stochastic Langevin force in 
the original Cahn-Hilliard analysis. The thermal fluctua-
tion term has been found to be essential for preventing 
freezing-in effects in domain formation in previous studies 
of demixing of polymer blends.27 Following this approach, 
we have the stochastic diffusion equation 
(2.25) 
where we have used the LCA for the kinetic coefficient and 
V91 is the random force. From the fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem,43-46 it follows that the distribution of 91 must be 
Gaussian distributed white noise with moments 
(ij(r,t» =0, 
(ij(r,t)ij(r' ,t'» =2f3- 1o(r-r' )o(t- t'). 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
We discuss here a few numerical results qualitatively 
for the purpose of demonstration of the method in Ref. 47. 
A full comparative analysis with experimental results re-
ported in Ref. 9 (dynamic structure factors) of these and 
other results will be in a following paper. 
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In Figs. (la) and (lb) is depicted the time evolution 
of density patterns in copolymer melts, obtained by numer-
ical integration of the diffusion equation through a finite 
difference scheme (the explicit forward time centered 
space algorithm30). The system is a quenched symmetric 
AgBg [Fig. I(a)] and asymmetricA6B IO [Fig. I(b)] copol-
ymer melt. The simulations are based on a 3D cubic lattice, 
where we have neglected the gradients in one dimension-
this provides formulas for a pseudo-3D calculation on a 2D 
grid (Appendix A). The periodic lattice contains 642 rect-
angular cells of size a2• The dimensionless time step 111" 
= (Dl1t)la2 in the integration is 0.01. Every time step, the 
external fields are iterated until the density functional 
matches the current density profile within a relative devi-
ation (root mean square) 111n p=O.OI (Appendix B). The 
simulations required two to three CPU days calculation 
time on a workstation. 
The quench is instantaneous on 1"=0 from X=O to 
X = I. The start configuration is the homogeneous profile 
p;t(r)=N;tIN; PB(r)=NBIN. There is no pre-
equilibration with respect to the fluctuations at X=O before 
the quench. Separate runs showed that in the absence of 
interactions, the homogeneous system reaches fluctuation 
equilibrium within a few hundred diffusion steps; this is a 
few units of time on the scale in Fig. 1. 
The spinodal for these short freely jointed chains is at 
a slightly different interaction parameter than would be 
expected from application of Leibler's formula for long 
Gaussian chains. For derivation of the inverse structure 
s-; I for our system, we refer to Appendix C. We find that 
for X = I, the inverse structure factor is negative for wave-
lengths A in the intervals (in units of (a) AE{4.3,9.2} 
(AgBs) and (b) AE{4.8,8.0} (A6BIO) and positive outside 
these intervals. At the spinodal, the critical wavelength is 
found from the root S;;.I = 0; the critical values are As 
=6.15, Xs=0.79 (AsBs) and As=6.11, Xs=0.90 (A 6B IO ). 
The critical interaction value X N = 16 is relatively small in 
both cases, so that we are still close to the weak segregation 
limit. Application of the Leibler formula (4.6) from Ref. 
II gives A;eib = 5.27, X;eib = 0.66 (AgBs) and A;eib 
= 5.20, X;elb = 0.74 (A6BIO). The nonlocal interaction and 
the constant bond length constraint in our freely jointed 
chain model shifts the spinodal slightly upwards and to 
longer wavelengths compared to the Leibler result, but the 
difference is not very large. For long chain lengths, our 
structure factor reduces exactly to Leibler's equation (Ap-
pendix C). 
A few conspicuous features emerge. 
(I) Because of the neglect of the gradients in the third 
dimension, the "strings" in Fig. I (a) may be interpreted as 
cross sections of infinitely large lamellas and the "dots" in 
Fig. I (b) as cross sections of infinitely long cylinders. 
Qualitatively, these structures can readily be understood 
from the phase diagrams reviewed in Ref. 1. The A blocks 
and B blocks are connected by chemical bonds in single 
chains and this makes macroscopic phase separation im-
possible. Rather, the blocks form microdomains, separated 
on the scale of the average coil size. In the AsBg melt, the 
phase separation necessarily leads to a locally symmetric 
segregation of A rich and B rich domains; these are the 
labyrinth structures in Fig. I(a). In the A6BIO segregating 
melt, the B domains must be larger than the A domains in 
view of the asymmetry of the block sizes. In case of strong 
interactions, the asymmetric system may try to minimize 
unfavorable contacts by the formation of asymmetric 
lamellas, but this costs relatively much entropy. Here the 
interactions are still relatively weak, so that a situation is 
favored in which B rich domains enclose A rich domains, 
and this leads to the irregular hexagonal dot patterns in 
Fig.l(b). 
(II) Initially, what we observe for time 1"<30 is a deep-
ening of correlation holes. In the spirit of the Cahn-
Hilliard-Cook analysis, in this linear regime, unstable fluc-
tuations with wavelengths in the critical unstable window 
where the inverse structure factor is negative grow roughly 
exponentially. This regime is identical to the regime ana-
lyzed before by Hashimot08 with time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau theory, using Leibler's structure factor. 
(III) In both systems, the fast initial phase-separation 
kinetics comes to an almost complete and abrupt halt in a 
non perfect defect-rich transient state, which evolves fur-
ther through an extremely slow defect annihilation mech-
anism. This is the interesting nonlinear regime. In the 
frames, there are several examples where nearby "hot 
spots," i.e., sites of high free energy density such as sharp 
bends, disconnected edges, or disconnected cylinders sud-
denly merge, whereby the total free energy is lowered. The 
annihilation mechanism slows down considerably as the 
number of defects decreases. The last frames already have 
a few near-perfect domains, separated by dislocations or 
isolated defects. As we have discussed before in the Intro-
duction, these type of "poorly defined morphologies" 
should be typical for shear-free quenched (block) copoly-
mer melts. 
(IV) There is a peculiar long-term memory effect. 
Even in the symmetric block copolymer melt, which we 
expect to evolve to a distinct lamellar state, the final frames 
have some hexagonal character, reflected by the presence 
of 120· bends in the lamellas. Close inspection of the frame 
at the end of the linear regime 1"=30 shows that initially 
the deepening correlation holes first quickly rearrange to 
an intermediate hexagonal type packing. This packing is 
apparently temporarily more favorable than a lamellar 
packing. The conjecture is that in a 3D system, a cubic 
packing could temporarily be more favorable. In the sec-
ond transient phase, the hexagonal packing then dissolves 
and is slowly transformed into a lamellar packing. Obvi-
ously, in this case it takes an extremely long time before the 
transient hexagonality has completely disappeared by the 
defect annihilation mechanism. 
General remarks: The present method suffers from a 
number of conceptual deficiencies; we list here the most 
important ones: 
(I) Foremost, the separation between purely entropic 
and purely energetic effects is unrealistic in case of strong 
ordering phenomena. For example, the complete loss of 
chain-chain correlations in the interaction Hamiltonian 
has as a consequence that the chains have far too much 
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(a) 
FIG. 1. Temporal and spatial evolution of density field PA(r, t) in the disorder-<Jrder phase transition of (a) symmetric AsBs and (b) asymmetric A6BlO 
diblock copolymer melts. On r=O, the interactions are instantaneously increased from X=O (ideal disordered system) to x= 1, slightly above the 
spinodal. The dimensionless time r= Dt/dl is indicated above the frames. The density field on time r+ar is calculated from the density field on r by 
a forward time centered space finite difference integration of the diffusion relaxation equation (pseudo-3D algorithm). The periodic lattice measures 642 
sites of size a2• The time increment ar=O.01. 
configurational freedom, which introduces an unphysical 
too large entropical resistance to big changes in the con-
formation distribution. This effect has been observed by 
Leermakers using the self-consistent-field Scheutjens-Fleer 
calculations for density profiles in lipid membranes.32(e) 
We know from de Gennes' work3S that close to the disor-
dered state, ideal chain statistics is a good approximation, 
but these arguments apply only to (very) long chains, 
whereas here we study short chains. Although it is in prin-
ciple not impossible to include chain-chain correlation ef-
fects in the present analysis, e.g., by retaining excluded 
volume interactions between two chains explicitly in the 
ideal part of the Hamiltonian (this of course redefines the 
fields U and E), it is at the moment questionable whether 
these extensions can be cast in efficient numerical proce-
dures. 
(II) A related neglected effect is the intrachain corre-
lation. We have here used a freely jointed chain model for 
short chains. If we interpret the results as to apply to 
longer chains, with a monomer identified as a Kuhn sta-
tistical unit, or even as a "blob" in the de Gennes model, 
then we face at once the difficulty that w.e have completely 
neglected the internal eleasticity of the statistical unit by 
using a constant bond length model. As is well known, a 
Gaussian chain model is a better choice for connected, 
elastic units. The entropic elasticity of the statistical unit 
has a consequence that a perturbation applied to a certain 
unit needs a certain time to propagate along the chain. This 
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FIG.!. (Continued.) 
introduces a history dependence of fluxes (velocities of the 
units) and this in turn leads to an elastic, time-dependent 
kinetic coefficient. 
Returning to the interaction Hamiltonian, if we use the 
freely jointed chain model for short chains, e.g., oligomeric 
surfactants, with a monomer interpreted as a small rigid 
unit, e.g., a-CHz-unit, then we encounter the problem that 
we have completely neglected bond angle constraints, so 
that again our chain model is too flexible. We could use a 
connectivity Hamiltonian with fixed bond angles toallevi-
ate this problem. 
(III) We are currently investigating more closely the 
kinetic coefficients for the freely jointed chain model. 
StricktIy speaking, on a molecular time scale, the rigid 
mechanical coupling between the beads in a constant bond 
length freely jointed chain model has as a consequence that 
the coupling between forces and velocities of the beads is 
instanteneous; there are in this model no elastic elements as 
in the Gaussian model. It is, however, clear that in the 
thermodynamic limit, we should consider the external po-
tential and density fields as the collective variables rather 
than the individual actions of the beads. We have tested the 
dynamical coupling between the beads in a simple freely 
jointed chain model by a Stokes dynamics simulation 
[Bekker (work in progress)]. If we then consider an en-
semble of these chains and calculate the average response 
of the velocities to a infinitisemal external force applied to 
one of the beads, we find that on the average, the decay 
length of the instanteneous kinetic coefficient is only a few 
segment lengths. Although this would seem to favor the 
simple local coupling approximation we have proposed in 
this paper, the local coupling cannot be correct on longer 
time scales. Binder22 gave some convincing arguments that 
for short Gaussian chains in the Rouse dynamics limit, the 
long time kinetic coeffient has a decay length on the scale 
of the radius' of gyration similar to reptating chains. 
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(IV) A fourth deficiency is that it is not yet clear what 
the smallest time scale of the simulations must be. We have 
argued that the collective dynamics must be slow enough 
to ensure applicability of the Boltzmann statistics at every 
instant of time on a mesoscopic coarse-grained time scale. 
A somewhat crude argument could be that we must have 
a7>7c , the single chain relaxation time. For short chains 
in the disordered melt, we could use 7c:::::R;; Dg_N2 as a 
typical relaxation time for the conformation distribution. 
However, in the ordered state, the relaxation time 7c may 
be much larger. This problem, closely related to the exact 
functional form of the kinetic coefficient, is at the moment 
not yet resolved satisfactorily. Erukhimovitch and Se-
menov24 study the dynamics of collective fluctuations with 
a history dependent kinetic coefficient (reptation model), 
but this applies to small perturbations in homogeneous 
blends only. Here, the repercussions are that an instanta-
neous quench as we have performed could in some cases 
yield unrealistic results, especially in the initial stage of the 
kinetics. For example, from the Cahn-Hilliard analysis, it 
follows that in the local coupling approximation the spatial 
frequency qrnax of the fastest unstable density fluctuation is 
at the maximum of iSq l • For a very deep quench, this 
would imply that qmax-a-I; this is on the scale of the 
monomer size, rather than the scale of the coil size, and 
this leads to the conclusion that for these systems, we 
would need to include relaxation mechanisms on a mono-
mer length and time scale. 
It is very questionable whether the Boltzmann statis-
tics is applicable to the rapid evolving transient states on 
monomer time and length scales. However, the numerical 
results indicate that soon after the quench, the mesoscopic 
dynamics turns into extremely slow relaxation processes of 
big collective structures, in agreement with many experi-
mental findings. For these length and time scales, the 
present method is especially suited. In a sense, we need the 
thermodynamic potentials on a microscale to find the prop-
erties on the mesoscale. Intuitively, we expect that the re-
laxation mechanisms of the global structures on a mesos-
cale should be relatively independent of the precise 
description of the microscale, as long as we keep the most 
essential microinteractions; in the case of copolymer melts, 
this is the connectivity of dissimilar segment types, but, as 
we have neglect almost all micro degrees of freedom, we 
should not overinterpret the results on small length and 
time scales. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The mesoscopic dynamics of slow collective diffusion 
phenomena in block copolymer melts can be modeled nu-
merically with a mean-field dynamic density functional ap-
proach. The numerical inversion of the density functionals 
is stable. Preliminary numerical results indicate that the 
present method is capable of generating defect-rich tran-
sient states, which may eventually lock into metastable 
states, similar to incompletely relaxed systems found in 
many industrial applications. The algorithms can be 
readily extended to more complex systems, e.g., multicom-
ponent branched copolymer mixtures. The separation of 
purely entropic and purely energetic interactions limits for 
the moment quantitative predictions to relatively weakly 
ordered systems. 
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE DENSITY 
FUNCTIONALS 
1. Calculation of the densities from the external 
fields 
On a 3D cubic grid of lattice sites of size a3, the algo-
rithm for the calculation of the density functionals is as 
follows: We scale the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z of 




and approximate the connectivity delta operator by a finite 
difference scheme for a cubic lattice 
PI f c5(!r-r'!-a)·X(r')·dr' rra v 
1 
-+6 [X(x-I,y,z) +X(x+ l,y,z) +X(x,y-l,z) 
+X(x,y+ l,z) +X(x,y,z-l) +X(x,y,z+ I)] (A4) 
(X is here an arbitrary field). In the pseudo-3D algorithm, 
we neglect any gradients in the third direction z, in this 
case, 
X(x,y,z-I) =X(x,y,z+ I) =X(x,y,z), (AS) 
which results in effective 2D recurrence relations for the 
(once integrated) Green's propagation functions32,35,36 
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G(x,y,s) =~ exp-{3UsCx,y) . [G(x-l,y,s-1) 
+ G(x+ l,y,s-l) + G(x,y-l,s-l) 
+G(x,y+ l,s-1) +2G(x,y,s-l)], 
cjnv(x,y,s) =~ exp-{3Us(x,y) . [cjnv(x_l,y,s+ 1) 
+ dnv(x+ I,y,s+ 1 )dnv(x,y_l,s+ I) 
+ cjnv (x,y + I,s+ I) +2dnv(x,y,s+ I)]. 
(A6) 
(A7) 
Notice that in a true 2D algorithm, we would have omitted 
the central terms G(x,y,s-I) and dnv(x,y,s+ 1). On the 
periodic lattice of M = L*L grid points, we let the indices 
of x and y run from 0 to L + 1 and set for all the fields the 
boundary values according to the periodic boundary con-
ditions, e.g., X(O,y)=X(L,y). 
The partition function is calculated from 
x=L y=L x=L y=L 
4>= 2: 2: G(x,y,N) = 2: 2: GnV(x,y,1) (A8) 
x=1 y=1 x=1 1=1 
and the densities of the I-type segments from 
N 
nv ~ K 
p/(X,y) = <t> S~I fJ/s ' exp+{3Us(X,y) . G(X,y,S) 
. dnv(x,y,s) , (A9) 
where eSfs is the Kronecker delta with value I if segment s 
is of type I and 0 otherwise. In the incompressible system, 
we can easily calculate the number of chains by nv= VI N. 
On the scaled lattice, the segment volume v is unity and 
hence n=MIN. 
2. Calculation of the non Ideal Interaction fields from 
the densities 
The mean field interaction fields are calculated by 
+ PJ(x,y-l) + p;Cx,y+ I) +2p;Cx,y)] 
(AW) 
APPENDIX B: INVERSION OF DENSITY FUNCTIONAL 
We define a composite auxilliary field W, 
(Bl) 
The field is constructed such that it depends parametrically 
on an arbitrary density profile P' = p~(r), PE(r) and 
functionally on the external potentials through the density 
functionals p=PA(r), Pe(r) ofEq. (II.9): 
(B2) 
The density profiles p~(r) are (weakly) restricted by one 
condition, namely, that the total number of segments con-
tained in p~(r) must be equal to the number of I segments 
present in the system 
f N/ v p~(r)dr= N V. (B3) 
In the root W==O, the external potential generates p[U] 
= P' under the constraint that the average field is zero 
(this constraint prevents drifting of the external potential 
reference levels).40 From application of the classical one-
to-one mapping theorem from density functional theory 
(Ref. 18 and a particular elegant proof in Ref. 19), we 
know that the inverse of the density functional is unique. 
The divergence operator in the diffusion algorithm (for-
ward time centered space) ensures that the densities p' are 
updated each time step in such a way that condition (B3) 
is obeyed continuously. Notice further that the derivative 
matrix of W is positive definite alwayi l 
{3vG)~,id(r,r') {3eSt 
----=----+--PI[ U](r) V ' (B4) 
where G)~,id is the positive definite density-density corre-
lation of the ideal chain and v is the segment volume. In 
practice, we choose a small time step so that the problem of 
inversion is reduced to reversing repeatedly a linear, 
nonsingular set of equations . 
In the reported simulations, we used an allowed root 
mean square deviation from the root I:l. W::::; I:l. In P < € 
=0.01. This seems rather rough, but smaller values of € 
gave essentially identical results. The reason is that the 
attained error in the external field is O( EI N) (in weakly 
ordered systems), so that any increased accuracy in the 
external fields obtained by using a tighter criterion is neg-
ligible compared with the noise introduced by the random 
term. 
APPENDIX C: STRUCTURE FACTOR HOMOGENEOUS 
STATE 
We employ here the standard RPA calculation 
method. 35 There are two small differences with the Leibler 
approach: 1l (i) here we use a nonlocal, nonideal interac-
tion and (ii) we have a freely jointed chain model rather 
than a Gaussian chain model. A combination of ideal and 
nonideal responses in the standard way for incompressible 
systems II ,35 results in the well-known mean-field expres-
sion for the structure factor 
S-I 2 nO-I q == - wqX+.)q , (CI) 
where q is here the length of the wave vector q. The ideal 
structure factor is 
S!. s<'AAS1B-~bS<l1A 
q SOAA+~B+S1A+S1e (C2) 
and the unconstrained response functions of the ideal 
freely jointed chain in the homogeneous state S]J are 
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(C3) 
N N 
1 I I DKpK wls-s'l 
- N s= 1 s' = 1 1 Js' q • (C4) 
The coupling term Wq is defined as the Fourier transform of 
the delta connectivity operator. 36 
(C5) 
The connection with the Leibler formulas, e.g., Eq. (IV-6) 
from Ref. 11, is evident if we consider the limit of long 
chain lengths N, N A' N B> 1, and wave vectors smaller than 
the reciprocal monomer size qa<l. The limiting behavior 
is 
2XWq-+2X 
and (cf. Ref. 36) 
(C6) 
w~s-s'l-+exp-Yls-s/l, (C7) 
whereY=tTa2/6. These limits correspond exactly with, re-
spectively, the behaviors of local nonideal interactions and 
ideal correlations in the Gaussian chain model which have 
been used by LeiblerY 
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